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TODAY:
Sunny.
High : Mid
50s.Low:
30s.

THE MURRAY STATE

SATURDAY: Dry.
High : 60. Low: Low 30s.
SUNDAY: Cloudy.
High: 60s.

March 26, 1999
Vol. 74, No. 26

Source: National Weather Serv1ce

The Student·Newspaper of Murray State University
News

Regents talk
of new facility

Dare to dream

Faculty salaries at Murray
State are not as low as
some, according to a survey
conducted by the Chronicle
for Higher Education. Look
inside to find out how they
compare to national
averages.

SeefXIJW

•Wellness Center: After at how much equipment we are
talk of joining with the going to need and how much it is
YMCA or the Murray-Cal· going to cost," Earwood said.
Earwood said the primary
loway County Hospital, the option
fo r location is the downadministration is now dis- stairs s pace at t he Regional Specussing independent plans cial Events Center, next to the
1
• locker room. .
for a new facility.

2

Op l:.'d
Greg Stark,
staff writer
from Paducah,
discusses the
pros and cons
associated with
the office pools for this
year's March Madness.
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CollegeL{/e
Tired of driving miles to
class to not be able to find a
place to park? Sick of feeling
left out just because housing
caters to the people living in
the dorms? Commuters face
problems eve ry day that differ from those who live on
campus. Look inside for
details.
See /Xlf.W
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SJ>orts
The Murray State Racer
football team is gearing up
for another successful year
·of conference play.

Danny

12

TheNews Online

A Supreme Court ruling that
applies to high school
publications may soon be
adapted to college media.
Check out "The News"
online for the full story.
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VoweiVThe News

Nikki Martin, se nio r from Eddyville, is assisted in trying on a mortar board in the
Curris Center Wednesday afternoon. Martin is receiving a bachelor's degree in
elementary education.

Student injured
in train wreck ·
•Injury: Spring Break was disrupted for one
Murray State student when the passenger train he
was riding derailed.

Sl.'epage

"It is stiJl all in discussion,"
Earwood said.
T he new facility will have
STAFF WRITER
weight-lifting, free weiglits, an
What started as a question of aer obics room and treadmills,
whether the University had ade- Earwood said.
quate workout facilities during a
"It will be almost identical to a
Board of Regents meeting on YMCA," Earwood said.
Besides
Feb. 12 turned out
to be a project - - - - - - - - - - - - the location,
looking
for
t h at will be fin- ' '
It would b e
people to take
ished by the fall
care of this
semester.
almost ide n tical
facility
is
The Boar d of
to a YMCA.
Regents and the
another issue
University's
the committee
- TODD EARWOOD,
in charge is
administ r atio n
SGA PllEsmENT
currently dealare still working
ing with.
on the new WellEarwood
ness Center prosaid
money
ject. Students, faculty and staff will be a ble to use was not a problem in this case.
''The re are so many other
t he new facilities by next semesthings you have to worry about,"
ter.
Earwood said Alexander Earwood said. "We need extra
promised this new Wellness people working for this, taking
Center will be fmish ed and care of the equipment, cleaning
up."
ready for use by next semester.
"I ani excited because at least I
The main issue now is t he
know that the administration
location of the new facility.
"That is the priority we are and the Board of Regents ·are
dealing with now," Studen t Gov- behind this," Earwood said.
ernment Association President "That means it will get done."
The committee will meet again
Todd Earwood said. "'We have
not come to an agreement yet by on April 2 for further discussion
on the location, equipment and
all parties.
'1'he president (Kern Alexan- other details of the new Wellder) has already started looking ness Center.
B Y VENIA ZABA

BY GREG STARK

Helping Hands
Sign language helps Jennifer Ellenberger communicate and she
hopes other students take the opportunity to learn her.language

5£NIOil STAff WRITER

BY KRISTIN HILL

Murray State student Jason Kemp was relaxing and
reading one of his film and literature books for a class on
an early-morning train ride from Chicago March 15.
Then be saw one of the cars in front of him derail from
the track and his trip ended in a bundle of twisted metal
in northern Illinois.
"We could feel the impact," Kemp, senior journalism
major from Paducah, said. "It wasn't natural to see a train
careening off in another direction."
Kemp was riding on the City of New Orleans train,
which started its route in Chicago a nd ended in New
Orleans. One of the train's stops was in Carbondale, Ill.,
where Kemp would get off and then drive to Paducah.
Kemp rode a connecting train from Milwaukee, where
he had been visiting friends and family for four days, to
Chicago, where he boarded the City of New Orleans.
The train collided with the flatbed of a truck carrying
rods in Bourbonnais, Ill. Many of the train's cars derailed
from the tracks and 11 people were killed in the accident.
On impact, Kemp was thrown into the seat in front of
him. He was later checked for n minor injury to his neck
which was found to be not serious.
Kemp was sitting next to a woman using a laptop computer when the accident happened. He said there .were not
very many injuries in the car in which he was riding.
"There were a couple of arms broken," he said. "This
la~y was using a laptop, and I don't know what happened
to it. Material things can be replaced."
Kemp said the atmosphere after tho crash was one of
shock and sadness.
"People were screaming and crying," he said. "It was a
horror scene. It was devastating. It didn't set in what happened until48 hours after it happened."
Ironically, the survivors of the crash were sent to the
nearby steel plant where the driver of the truck. J ohnny
Stokes, was to make his delivery. From there, Kemp was
able to call his mother in Paducah and tell her what happened.
"I kept contact with her throughout the whole morning,"
Kemp said. "The 6rst time 1 talked to her oftcr the acciPieasc sec: WRECK/13

STAff W RITER

The majority of people wake
. up to a n alarm every morning,
answer the telephone when it
rings without hesitat ion and
order their food at a restauran t without nervousness.
Gener ally people do not think
a bout what they would do if
they could not hear.
J ennifer Ellenberger, freshm a n from Paducah, wants to
change that.
Ellenberger is teaching a
free sign language class in the
lobby of Springer College on
Th ursday nights. The class with those involved in t he
started last night and will run class.
"I have learned to really
through the end of the semescommunicate
with her and see
ter.
the
everyday
p roblems she
"Wh at I want to accomplish
by teaching sign language is encounters," Edging said.
to teach others how to use "There are many things I have
signs," Ellenberger said. "Sign never thought about the deaf
language is very important to community."
Ellenberger has many ideas
me because I have been deaf
for the class. She plans on
all of my life."
Jessica Edging, senior from teaching the s tudents t he
Cunni ngham,
is
helping alphabet, numbers, how to usc
Ellenberger teach t he class. words such as "ar e" a nd
She is a resident adviser in "where" and colors.
She has more hands-on
Spr inger Gollege and began
activities
in m ind as well. If
the sign language class last
semester with Ellenberger as students are interested, she
a program offered in the resi- wants to teach them about
food using sign language. She
dential college.
Her basic role is to help then wants to take them out
Ellenberger
communicate one night to a restaurant so

.

; - ;:;
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Photo illustration by Danny Vowell
they can order their food with·
out verbally communicating
with the waiter.
"I want people to be able to ·
communicate with me and not
be nervous," Ellenberger said.
It goes beyond sign language for Ellenberger. Her
lifestyle is unique and she
wants to share that with the
class. One activity would be to
teach them how her phone
works.
"I can make it very interesting if I can get a lot of people
to show up," Ellenberger said.
The class is open to anyone
interested and begins at 9
p.m. For more information <'all
Edging at 762-6545 or e-mail
Ellenberger at jennifer.ellen·
berge r@m u rraystate.edu.

;;;
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Leadership MSU
taking applications
Leadership MSU is looking for any freshmen who
will be sophomores in the
fall of 1999 to complete an
applicati~n designed to
reflect past and current
involvement in leadership
activities at school and in
the community.
Applications are available
in residential colleges,
Greek organizations, the
Office of Student Affairs,
Sparks Hall, African-American Studies, the Center
for International Programs, the Center for
Leadership and Policy
Development and the Student Government Association.
The applications are due
April 16 at the Center for
Leadership and Policy
Development In Wells Hall
Room 441 .
For information contact
Sandi Flynn or Nicole
Hughes at 762-3783.

Challenge test
approaches
The state challenge test
for CSC 199, Introduction
to Computer Systems, will
.be given April 24 at 9 a.m.
in Business Building Room
202.
A $15 fee must be paid
at the cashier's office on
the second floor of Sparks
Hall by April 20. Applications can be picked up in
Business Building Room
652. A fee payment receipt
· is required.
For more information
• phone 762-2094.

Executives visit
campus for forums
Top business executives
from the area will be on
campus Monday through
Thursday to participate in
the 13th annual executives
on campus program hosted by the College of Business and Public Affairs.
Representatives from
the fields of marketing,
accounting, finance, economics, general management, human resource
management, law enforcement, criminal justice and
political science will speak
in their related fields of
expertise.

Special Olympics
host s walk
The Special Olympics of
Kentucky is looking for
volunteers for the Area I
Track and Field Games on
April 23.
Anyone interested in
volunteering should complete a volunteer form
and/or call Treasa Barnett
at (502) 489-281 I or
Melanie McPherson at
(502) 236-3923.
The deadline is Wednesday.
Briefs compiled by Christine
Hall, news editor.
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G~lasshouse

$alary Comparison
Executive
Chief exe.:utive of a ~ingle inMitution
A~~is.tant

to p~'tdent of a single institution

Academic

Baccalaureate

Murray

Administrative

Baccalaureate

$132,000

$132.878

Chief financial officer

$67,980

$49,584

$38,881

Di~ctor.

$44,200

Baccalaureate

Chief academic oflicc:r

$89,004

Murray
$88.000

Drrector. library \ervtces

$49,800

$82,590

Chtef technieal·services librarian

$35,857

$29,800

Chief publiC·$ervtces libr.&rian

$38,513

133.831

Reference I ibrarian

$34,226

Catalog libra• ian

$33,602

Director. instttutional research

$50,635

Director, intematiolllll·Mudies education

$42,800

Director, academic computing
Dean,

busines~

$50,089
$60,000

Dean. continuing education
Dean, education

$55,770
$56,000

•••
$30,311

$a1,87'9

......
$70.000

115.130

m.-

*'<J,ODO

Dean. engineering

$76,017

$87,54'7

Dean. fine am

$57,866

1115.882

Dean. humanities

$53,945

m,ooo

Dean. science!>

$61 ,139

111.000

Dean, honon. program

$50,188

~

Student Serv1ces

Baccalaureate

Murray

environmental health and safety

Chief budgetrng officer
General

$57,200

coun~el

$78,074

Manager, bc:nelits

$32,500

Manager. employment

$34,775

Di~ctor.

$57,467

affirmative action 11nd equal employment

Programmer UJllllyst, highe&t level

$39,833

Chief phy~ical·plant officer

$55,040

Manager. payroll

$30,000

--·-

Di~ctor,

Chief inlormation•systc:ms ofti.:er

$61 ,900

Data·ba~e

$41 ,500

adminiStrator

System analy~t. highest level

$41,604

$511.740

$32,875

Bursar

$36,931

$4to1100
S4U70

Director, t>oohtore

$31,720

Manager, mail services

$24,469

Di~or. campus !iecurity

$38.254

Director, annuul giving

$40,183
$47,590

Director, admis~tons and regiwar

$49,400

Director. alumni affair.;

$39,383

Dtrc:ctor. student financial aid

$43,930

tQ;IC»

Director, development and alumni affairs

$53,423

Director. food services

$53,296

.....

Manager, printing scr•kes

$30,000

Director. student hou~ing

$35,242

$61,373

Diredor, news bureau

$35,172

Housing officer. odministrutive operation~

$29,000

Housmg officer, residence life

$24,466

Drrector. ~tudent

$31,240
$39,415

Di~ctor.

student counseling

$44,000

Director. ~tudent heulth ,ervices. nurse

$34,300

Director, athletics

$52,955

Director. 'ports information

$27,167

Director, campu ~ recreauon

$33,747

Director, minorit)

uffai~

$40,014

t3S;tt1

$43,000

Chief public·~lations officer

career dc:~elopment and placement

S81,314

accounting

$47,300

Di~ctor.

....,.

Staff accountant, highest level

Dean. students

activihc:~

Murray

Salaries are based on years of employment
and on a need for the position.
On average, the salaries at Murray State University
are higher than the median average at
baccalaureate institutions.
Source: "The Chronicle of Higher Education" and
the MSU 1998·99 Operating Budget
Brian

Howell/The News

Faculty salaries higher than median
She said when positions arc changed
•Salaries: A survey shows faculty
or
eliminated the new correct level is
salaries are higher at the Univerdetermined.
sity than the median for a bac·
"It is an ongoing kind of thing," Gorcalaureate school.
don said. "The entry level is increased
by the budget each year!'
She said the faculty salaries are
determined by the provost while
The University ranks high in faculty administration salaries are on an indisalaries, according to the median vidual basis.
salaries reported in a recent survey.
..It might be different if you have 20
A survey done by "The ChronicJe of years and two degrees than if you came
Higher Learning" on March 5 com- in with only two years and had a lower
pared the salaries of college adminis- level degree," Gordon said.
trators from doctoral to two-year instiCharles Maxwell, professor of ecotutions.
nomics and finance, said salaries are
Joyce Gordon, director of human based on· market.
resources, said entry-level salaries are
"Markets have to be considered whi:m
based on a 12-grade system.
calculating this because, for example,
"It is part of the compensation sys- in busine:;s, it is very competitive," he
tem," she said. "The level of the posi- said ...We lose finance professors to the
tion determines the salary."
industry because they have the opporBY CHRISTINE H ALL

NEWS EDITOR

tunity to make three times what we
earn ."
He said in other departments such as
English, the 'demand for positions is
less and so professors are paid less.
"That is just the nature of the beast,"
he said.
He said one of the reasons there is no
budget breakdown of salaries is
because that is one way to keep the faculty from finding out what is going on .
"A survey done by Larry Guin had
the University increasing in total
income by 11 percent," Maxwell said.
"That is not what the budget gives us.
The administration only wants to give
us a four percent raise."
Maxwell said the know Kern Alexander, president of the University, has
greater demands for the funds and
they recognize that, but don't always
agree.

lends hand
in research
•Facility: A new glasshouse is in
the works for the Hancock Biological
Station for use as classrooms and
for research.
B Y EMILY B LACK
STAff Wama

In several months Murray State will
begin construction on a glasshouse at the
Hancock Biological Station because of the
increasing lack of space at the station.
"The new glasshouse will be used for all
types of biological research," Bill Spencer,
assistant professor of biological science,
said.
The glasshouse will be built with a plastic roof and plastic walls so light can shine
through, Spencer said. The glasshouse
will also have a lab attached lo one side, a
deck on the back, storage buildings to the
side and outdoor fish tanks.
The station and the glasshouse will also
be use:l for classes and a summer training
program. The summer training course is a
big event for the station. About 70 stu·
dents and visiting faculty have been chosen for the pro&rram, which deuls with
inland water and habitat research.
Chris Robinson, junior from Herod, Ill.,
is one of the 23 .students currently working at the station. He has also been chosen
for the summer training program. Robinson said he greatly values his experiences
at the station.
"You can sit in a lab and do the techniques, but here you have an understanding of why you do it," Robinson snid.
The total cost for the glas~Jhouse and
accessories will be about $136,000,
Spencer said. The funding for the
glasshouse will come from the National
Science Foundation and matching funds.
"Our greatest funding needs nrc in facilities, he said. "Every inch of this building
is pn~ked. We are having growinf! pains,"
Hancock Biological Station is recognized as a Center of Excellence for Reser:
voir Research. The station is used to study
the reservoir environment in the area. It
has set up cruises that help monitor the
reservoir.
"One of the first things the center did
was to establish a long-tenn monitoring
program on the lake," David White, director of Hancock Biological Station, said.
"The program has gone on since 1988. We
have had 220 cruises."
The Hancock Biological Station is located off Highway 94 East near Kentucky
Lake and is open for prearranged visits.
For more information about Hancock Biological Station, phone 474-2272.

Case to determine college media cenSorship
•Bill of Rights: The fate of the recently been heard by the U.S. Court of "If the lower court decision is affirmed dents.
"To say that it's going to happen here,
then I think we will see a dramatic
Kentucky State University year- Appeals for the 6th Circuit.
Attorney
for
increase
the
students,
Bruce
in censorship at colleges and that the adminb;tration would change
book rests in the hands of a judge.
Orwin, argued Gibson had violated the universities in the 6th circuit," he said. things, I can .;cc it happening," she said.
yearbook staff's First Amendment
rights when she prohibited the yearASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
book's release.
One of the three justices hearing the
College journalism may become more
case,
Judge James Ryan, seemed to dislike a poodle, all fluff and no bite, and
agree.
less of a watchdog if a courtroom in
"Your constitutional arguments are
Cincinnati declares it legal for college
administrators to censor certain forms not persuasive," Ryan told Orwin.
Orwin went on to point out the uniof student expression.
It all began when Kentucky State versity's own policies state the students
University tried to put out a yearbook. have editorial control over the yearbook.
Two students filed a lawsuit when a The parts of the yearbook that were
university administrator, Betty Gibson, brought into question were editorial
prohibited its distribution, claiming it style decisions.
Dale Harrison. from Youngstown
was poor in quality.
State
University, attended the hearing
It is fairly common knowledge the
and
said
the judge responded to Orwin
administration takes a hands-off
saying,
"Any
university that hands anyapproach to college publications unless
thing over to students ought to be
they are obscene or libelous. The yearclosed."
book was neither.
A decision is expected to be issued by
The case, Kincaid vs. Gibson, went to
the court within the next six months.
court, where a judge ruled in the
Although the outlook might appear
~chool 's favor based on the 1988
bleak, ~ark Goodman, executive direcSupreme Court case, Hazelwood vs. tor at the Student Press Law Center,
Kuhlmeier, concerning high school cen- said he is cautiously optimistic about
sorship.
the outcome.
The court in the Hazelwood case stat''I've talked to several people that
ed educators do not violate the First were in the courtroo>n and it sounds as
Amendment by exercising editorial con- if one of the judges did not have a very
trol over the style and content of stu- clear understanding of the collegiate
dent speech in school publications as student media," he said. "I'm hopeful
long as their actions are related to legit- once he reads all the briefs in the case
imate concerns. The judge ruled this he will have a better understandi.ng."
finding was applicable to college publiHe went on to say anyone who finds it
cations.
shocking the university doesn't have
The case was appealed and has control is obviously out of touch.
B Y REKA ASHLEY

"If the case is lost, I believe the students
would definitely ask the Supreme Court
to hear the case."
Goodman said this is the biggest case
the center has had to fight in the last 10
years.
"If the decision isn't in the students'
favor the case will not be over at least
for a while," he said.
Angel Fairbanks, editor of Murray
State's yearbook, said the administrator
should not have pulled t~e yearbook
based on its quality.
The attorney representing Kentucky
State said during the trial the yearbook
was pulled because it came in half the
size, with half the photos. He also mentioned poor photos and poor headlines.
"Those are all editorial preferences,"
Fairbanks said. "When a person is hired
as editor it is that student's right to
decide."
Fairbanks said the publications are
there for students to learn and if it docs
not turn out exactly right, so be it.
''When I came onto the "Shield" staff 1
was told it was a learning experience,"
she said. "The advisers allow us to fail
in some ways, because through mistakes we learn. We have to take responsibility for the job we do. When the
administration comes in and tells us
how it's going to be done we stop learning and stop being creative."
Fairbanks expressed . uncertainty
about what would happen at Murray
State if the court ruled against the stu-

"However, it is not .something I would
hope would happen."
Joe Hedges, adviser of "The Murray
State News" and Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association executive secre·
tary, is following the case closely. He
said he was concerned about what
would happen should the students lose
the case.
"If the court rules in favor of KSU it
means college journalists all across the
country could lose First Amendment
rights," he said. "Right now students get
to make choices as they should. If the
lower court's decision is upheld, the
administration could bring in faculty
editors. That is the fear I have."
Hedges said it would be devastating to
collegiate journahsm.
"There is always going to be an editor
"hl'rever you are," he said. "But if the
university has become the editor, you
could have papers that say only what
the administration wants them to say.
We should be able to publish things
accurately and fairly."
He said he is unsure what would
change at "The Murray State News."
"I have no reason to think the University would take advantage of the rights
if it had them," he said. "Our administration has been extremely supportive.
I'm sure some weeks they don't like the
content <of the paper.) I appreciate the
fact they take a hands-ofT approach ."
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Health ••

•Health Services: The
cost of the University's
health clinic is less than
Western Kentucky University's, whose students face
paying more for private
healthcare next year.
BY D ENISE HIGGINS
AssociATE EDITOR

'

Health Services fights an uphill battle every year for funding
dollars, a battle which could
become even harder in the
future.
Speculation of private heathcare for students at Western
Kentucky University has made
Roberta Garfield, director of
Health Services, glad for every
dollar the clinic has.
University students pay a $10
fee per semester for the healthcare services offered on campus.
This health fee, which has
remained unchanged since
1981, accounts for about 43 percent of the total budget of
Health Services.
Student Health Services at
Western has a mandatory $31
fee for full-time students and a
pro-rated fee for part time students, three times the amount
Murray State students pay. In
addition, the budget proposal
for Western's health clinic
amounts to $972,000 for the
1999-2000 academic year.
Garfield said with a budget
amounting
to
less
than
$350,000 a year and $500,000
less t han Western's, Murray
State's Health Services provides
the best health care in the
nation.
With the limited budget the
clinic has at its disposal, Health
Services offers a variety of servic£'S. The 1998 Health Services
Cens us shows more than 2,000
visits for respiratory problems
and an additional 2,686 infor-

3

University clinic fees remain
unchanged as Western students
face possibility of private health

mation calls. Family planning
and con dom bags each add an
additional1,500 visits.
The mission of Health Services is to maintain , improve
and promote optimal wellness of
studen ts so they may achieve
their academic and personal
goals, Garfield said. She said it
is very important for stu dents to
have an accessible and affordable place to go when they need
health information or are ill. By
going private, the clinic on campus would treat illnesses, J)Ot
teach preventive care.

Past concerns
In the Nov. 15, 1978, Student
Senate minutes, a survey on
''student health" was planned
for the following Thursday. The
minutes from the Nov. 22 meet·
ing show "'the academic poll
results on file in the office."
When this reporter asked for
these results, sh e was told by
Jeanie Morgan, secretary for the
Student Government Association, that if the survey or its
results were not in the binder,
then they were not in the office.
Frank Julian, professor of
legal studies, was vice president
for student development when
Student Senate conducted this
survey. All of the files, including
the survey and results, were
destroyed by the person who
briefly replaced him.
Health Services underwent a
number of significant ch anges
over a number of years, Julian
said. But Murray State was not
alone.
Western and possibly Eastern
Kent ucky University h ad built
new buildings for th eir h ealt h
care facilities.
During this time, Julian said
he attended a statewide conference questioning the amount of
university , •involvement ,in
health care. The conference
ended inconclusively because of

Police 1.3c:a t
March 10, 1999
7:22 p.m. A citation was issued to Richard A. Fogle for speeding and having no operator's license.
7:44 p.m. A citation was issued to Jason L. Raker for disregarding a stop

"different philosophies."
Each university elected to
cater to its environmental and
historical needs, Julian said.
Morehead University, located in
a small mountain community,
would offer different campus
health care than University of
Kentucky, which was using its
hospital to treat students.
Julian said Murray State's
Health Services was located on
the top floor of Wells Hall as the
only inhabitant of the building.
The clinic relocated to the first
floor, making it more accessible.
The resulting services incorporated treatment and health education.

means of providing needed
health services. Prepaid services maximize preventive care
and access to treatment without
financial barriers to services.
Garfield said privatization of
Health Services would be costly,
both to the students and the
University.
Garfield said 85 percent of
health-related problems are
handled in-office. The other 15
percent nrc referred to physicians, medical specialists and
other health care profes.-.ionals.
Western offers more services to
students, but the budget for
Student Health Services at
Western is larger.

MSU health history

Costs

Univer sity students did not
always have a clinic. According
to Garfield's documentation,
Murray State did not h ave a
h ealth care facility on campus
from 1923 to 1930 when various
local medical doctors began pr oviding part-time services in the
clinic. In 1967, the clinic hired
its first full-time doctor. The last
medical doctor to serve as director of Health Services was in
1978.
Student Senate minutes once
again depicted a concern for student health in the Jan. 23, 1979,
meeting when a committee
reported "a doctor has still not
been em ployed at Health Services." Today the same holds
true. Health Services contracts
a medical doctor to work six percen t of t he week for $25,800 for
one year with no benefits.
Of t he private healt h care
facilities Garfield has seen
implem ented, she thinks none of
t hem are effective treating students and offerin g services.
•
According to the American
College Health Association, col,lege health services historically
h ave utilized a prepaid concept
of fin ancing as a n effective

Lucy Ritter, associate director
of Western's Student Health
Services, said students are reassured by the promise there will
be some form of healthcare on
campus, even if the changes cost
studt'lnts more money.
The cost, lhough, stretches
beyond the dollar. Ritter said
the threat of privatization has
had a "disastrous effect on staff
morale." Many are sending out
their resumes, looking out for
their best interests, and sh e
cannot blame them.
"But looking on the other side
(if private healthcare does not
pass) we could lose some of our
most dedicated members of our
staff, " Ritter said.
There is no way to know if t he
motion will pass, Ritter said.
The decision depends on t he
committee members and t he
amount of interest in the idea.
And as for now, it is still just a
possibility. Committee members
have delayed the March 1 decision to late July. Murray State's
students, on the other hand,
still have health care possibilities on caQ1pus. for tl:te bargain
basement price of $10 •·per
semester.

sign.
9~10 p.m. A citation was issued to Renah S. Rushing tor disregarding a
stop sign.

March 11 , 1999
12:25 a.m. Ttiere was a noise complaint on the 500 block of College

Courts.
10:50 a.m. A citation was issued to Ron A. Moore tor disregarding a stop
sign.
6:56 p.m. Usa K. Moore reported the back glass of her vehicle broken
while parked in the Regents College parking lot.
March 12, 1999
5:47 a.m. There was a report of buildings on campus being spray paint-

ed. Facilities Management was notified for clean-up.
10:00 a.m. Tammy Borgarding reported an incident in the parking lot

south of Racer Arena. The situation was handled through the Calloway
County Attorney's office and there was no prosecution by the victim. Borgarding's vehicle was slightly damaged and the situation can be related to
road rage over a parking space. Damages will be paid to Borgerding.
2:40p.m. Misty Terry reported cnmlnal mischief to her vehicle. The passenger side was scratched while parked in the Curris Center parking lot.
3:19p.m. Jennifer Jones reported the theft of her bicycle form the Richmond College rack.
4:17 p.m. A citation was Issued to Tamala J. Dandenseau for disregarding a stop sign and having no insurance.
6:35 p.m. A citation was Issued to Myles Worster for an expired license
plate and no insurance.
7:56 p.m. A citation was issued to Barry C. Nichols ror disregarding stop
sign and having no registration.
March 14, 1999
2:21 p.m. The telephone system was down across campus.
March 22, 1999
12:27 p.m. There was a trash can smoking in the Business Building

Breezeway.
1:39 p.m. The Medivac helicopter arrived at Stewart Stadium to transport
a patient to Murray-Callaway County Hospital.
3:37 p.m. There was an auto accident near Hester College. No injuries
were reported.
4:14 p.m. There was a complaint on bike riders around Hart College.
11 :05 p.m. Rhosad M. Browning reported personal property taken from
his room in White College over Spring Break. His roommate also reported theft or property. The case is under investigation.
March 24, 1999
4:06 a.m. Calloway County Oetent10n Center reported the arrest of
William Pomber1in and Anthony Jonas for alcohol Intoxication.
9:54 p.m. A citation was issued to Amy Grace Vaughan for disregarding
a stop sign.
Motorist Assists - 10

Racer Escorts • 15

Information tor Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
'news 8di(or, from materials aVSilable from the Public Safety offiCe.

''Lowest Rates In Town''

lo llle follotring.,

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

Rob Binlo•d
fi•eg (lilfon ·
lh•i• Nc11ileh
I
c11kop

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid driver's license.
"Major credlc cards"

local pickup avallallle

Parker Ford J.,incoln-Mercury

le~i•

70t Main St.
Downtown Murray
753 • 5273 Ask for Wade

Ni•

Are you interested in sports?
Are you interested in medicine?

c11gne•
O~sle~

How about Sports Medicine?
·---~-- (hair.

MSU Athletic Training/ Sports Medicine
is looking for
energetic, hard working,
responsible students to help with
injury prevention, care and
rehab of your student-athletes!
Informational meeting- Thursday April 1, 7 p.m.
Rm. 105 in Carr Health Bfdg.
Call 7 2-6858 for more info!

_laJ..It: Rei.

Da•in lhoc:k
Bl'c11d Mlc:Donc11ld
Bl'ad Mlul'•cJI~
Jc11son Bc11ke• ·
lc11son Bake•
Josh Hc11~kins
B•andon Ka••inge•
•
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Fear of censorship falls on students
Q•

Have you ever been to

Health Services, and if so how
was your visit?

Name: Mitzi
Rickman
Major: Finance
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Murray
u1 have never
been because I
go to my family doctor. in
Murray."

Name: Casey
Wash man
Major:
Accounting
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Benton
..1 have never
been and when I am sick I go
to my family doctor."

Name: Brad
McDonald
Major: Business
Administration
Year: junior
Hometown:
Atlanta
"I have never
been."

.

Name: Terri
Curry
Major: Elementary
Education
Year: Senior
Hometown:
Murray
"Yes, several
times. They were really nice
and gave me what I needed."

Censorship. It· is an ugly word.
The First Amendment tried to
decrease it, but a recent case may
increase the use of censorship.
The First Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution allowed for freedom
of speech and freedom of the press.
This amendment was made for all
American citizens, but a few think
they can ignore this law.
Two members of the Kentucky
State University yearbook staff are
currently in a lawsuit against the
school after an incident involving
censorship. The yearbook staff at
KSU produced a yearbook titled
"Destiny Unknown." The administration pulled the yearbooks and
ceased distribution because of
"content reasons." During the hear-

Our v"iell)
Issue: A recent lawsuit
outcome will determine if
adm;nistrators have the
right to censor student
publications.
Position: University
administrators should not
have the right to censor
student publications.
ing, administrators said the yearbook was an embarrassment to the
university and they were looking
out for KSU. The students'
response to the comment was the

yearbook may not be an award-winning piece, but the students were
learning when they put the yearbook together. The students also
feel their First Amendment rights
were violated.
Although the court has not made
a decision yet. the lawsuit itself is
putting a little fear into college students and media administrators
everywhere. If the court decides in
favor of the administrators of KSU,
it could cause a widespread attack
of censorship. This case would set a
precedent for every university that
censorship is allowed in some areas.
There is a fear administrators of
universities could soon have complete control of all student publications. This not only includes news-
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Wellness Center draws questions
It is now written in stone. Murray
1
State will get a new Wellness Center Our\
and it will be available for use next Issue: Murray State will get
semester. The facility will be equipped
a new Wellness Center.
with treadmills, free weights and an
aerobics room. A Board of Regents
member also said money will not be a Position: Student voices
problem for this project. But why is it were ignored for too long
suddenly profitable to build the Well- before the center was
ness Center?
approved.
The University currently uses Carr
Health as a fitness center. For months were never answered. Their voices
students have voiced the need for a were never heard. We cannot help but
new fitness center. Their questions wonder if this sudden approval of a

ieu'

.

Name: Michelle
Eagan
Major: English
Education
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Carmi, Ill.
"Yes I have.
They were very professional
and friendly."

University needs
to solve parking
problem

To the Editor:
I find it outrageous the Uni·
versity writes parking tickets,
Lori Burling/The News
but can't provide enough park·
ing for students/staff. I am in
my last semester as a graduate student and am placed for
a clinical practicum with the
Murray hospital. Outpatients
are
treated at the Work
2609 University Station
Enhancement Center in the
Murray State University
MSU technology building for
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
physical, occupational and
e-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
speech therapy.
Jennifer Sacharnoskl
Last week I had t{) drive my
Editor·in·Chief
vehicle to the center to work
with a client. There was no
Denise Higgins
parking available at the build·
Associate Editor
ing. Vehicles were parked on
Christine Hall
News Editor
the curbs. The neighboring
Lori Burling
Curris Center parking lot as
J
Viewpoint Editor
well was filled to its maximum
Brandl Williams
capacity including several
College Life Editor
school buses. Where was I
Jason Yates
supposed
to park and make
Sports Editor
my appointment? The only
Danny Vowell
choice was to join others on
Photography Editor
the curb. Sure enough, .after
Shelley Street
the 45-minute therapy ses·
Chief Copy Editor
sion
I had a parking ticket
Brandy Quam
like the rest of the "illegally"
Advertising Manager
parked vehicles.
"The Murray State News" Is prepared and
MSU knows about the situedited by students under the advisershlp of
ation
and seems eager to
Joe Hedges. Opinions expressed are those
patrol around the building to
of the editors and other signed writers.
• write parking tickets. This
These opinions do not necessarily represent
the view of journalism faculty or the Un1ver·
appears to be an easy way for
sity. This Is an oHic1al publication of Murray
some
extra cash for the UniState University
versity. I would understand

NEWS

papers and yearbooks. but it also
could include radio and television
broadcasts.
Students who are getting experience from the school publications
they work for should not be told
what to print or broadcast. This is
how students learn. Yes, mistakes
may be made, but it would be better to make them in college, rather
than in the world media marketplace.
Many would agree with the students that their First Amendment
rights had been violated, but we will
not know the outcome for several
months. Until then, our advice ~is to
think about how to stop this ugly
word of censorship in case it
evolves once again.

the measure if there was
enough parking available in
the vicinity, but there is not. I
can imagine this type of
action does not necessarily
make the University a popu·
lar place with a good reputa·
tion.
Students, as it is, do not
have much money, but they
have to spend the little they
have on parking tickets they
got because they want to
make their "appointments''
and it is not realistic for
many to walk to class.
In my case I was carrying
therapy materials that were
too heavy to carry across
town. There was no other
choice but to park "illegally"
at the curb.
Here is a University that
boasts about record student
enrollment numbers and at
the same time writes great
numbers of parking tickets.
This in my point of view is
definitely not the way to deal
with a parking problem.
It also cannot be expected
that students remain quiet
and accepting about this.
This is like a store owner
punishing his customers for
buying at his store. Would
they come back to his store or
recommend his store to oth·
ers?
Maybe the newspaper will
be interested in another
parking problem story.

Wellness Center was because a member of the BOR needed a nice place to
workout.
•
Of course, we are ecstatic about the
new facility, but how come money is
suddenly not a problem? In past grants
from the state, Carr Health has been
pushed aside, unable to receive money
earmarked for it. Now there is eno~gh
money to build a brand new facility.
Maybe next time a BOR member
won't be able to find a parking space.
Do you suppose we'll get more spaces
then?

respected collegiate publica·
tion.
I believe education is the key
to
unlocking many of the doors
Alumnus encourages
of opportunity that have been
new campus
closed to our remote region for
To the Editor:
many years. I hope your editors
I read with much interest and Murray State students
your coverage on March 12 of understand education should
a potential Murray State have no limits and know no
satellite campus in Critten· boundaries. Plainly speaking,
den County. I was especially Crittenden County and the rest
surprised to see there were of the region in northwestern
70,000 potential students for Kentucky need Murray State.
a colleg~ there.
We need higher education not
Wow, that would be quite a to help us crawl out of the dol·
university. If this project drums of snaggle-toothed illitcomes to fruition and all of eracy, but to help us improve
those students show up, it our ability to compete in a
would be larger than Notre world marketplace that no
Dame, Michigan or UCLA. longer knows boundaries or
That would be some campus limits. For you must know
for such a rural region .
technology will allow even the
Perhaps the reporter misin- most intelligent people to enjoy
terpreted some of the infor- a rural lifestyle while working
mation gathered for that among the nation's corporate
story. Surely, "The News• elite.
does not believe 70,000 stu·
Telecommunication
will
dents should be a realistic allow us hillbillies to market
number for a campus in Crit- ourselves to the world just as if
tenden County. I am sur· we lived in downtown Manhat·
pris!!d your editors did not tan. So, you see, we ain't all
catch and question that sta- real dumb. And we don't intend
tistic.
on letting our pleasant , rural
I read with just as much isolation keep us from benefitinterest your editorial and ing from greater educational
editorial cartoon on the same opportunities. We will find a
subject. The editorial was way to "learn ourselves how to
based on legitimate concerns read and rite (sicJ."
and sound logic. However, the
cartoon was in poor taste and
used a stereotypical judg· Chris Evans
ment I did not expect from a MSU Class of 1986
Nadia Attia-O'Bryan
MSU student

·'Orleans
drinking
law lacks
For a girl who has traveled
overseas and visited many states
in the United States, I thought I
had seen a lot. But what I experienced over Spring Break was
nothing like I had seen before. I
went to.New Orleans.
The first night I was 'in New
Orleans I did not subject myself
to Bourbon Street, where sup·
posedly anything goes, but l did
scurry about the suburbs of New
Orleans.
After eating dinner at a place
that had more than 70 different
beers on tap, our friend who lives
in New Orleans decided to take
us to get dessert. I was thinking,
oh, we'll go for ice cream and
then head back to the apartment
for a little beer. No, we skipped
the ice cream and went straight
for frozen daiquiris. But we did·
n't even have to leave the car, we
simply went through a drivethru. Yes, a drive-thru for
daiquiris. Of course it is legal,
but here's the kicker. If the
employees put the straw into the
lid when giving it to you, then it
becomes illegal. I found this really hard to believe.
N o t
only that, but I could legally take
this daiquiri anywhere I wanted
to. I took it into Blockbuster
Video, the convenient store and
walked freely about the apartment complex where I was staying. Unb&lievable.
The next night being St.
Patrick's Day, we went to a block
party off Bourbon Street. lmag~
ine a Pike party times 20 with
green beer everywhere. But
here's the next kicker. I walked
down a street with a police offi·
cer and my green beer. He did
not say one word about my open
container of green beer. Unbelievable.
Finally we hit Bourbon Street.
Jf you have ne...·er been to Bourbon Street, it is bar after bar and
beer after beer. The most impor·
tant thing is you never have to
pour a beer out. A to-go cup is
given to you at the door. The people of New Orleans do not
believe in wasting beer. Unbelievable.
So, obviously, the city of New
Orleans supports the beer-drinking habit. 1 would encourage
everyone to go at least once, but
do not go if you are not 21.
Although they are lax about
drinking laws, they card at every
door.

I..ori Burling is the viewpoint
editor for ''The Murray State
News."
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March Madness brings profit to student
I have figured out March Madness
does not allude to the teams no one
My
has heard of defeating higher-seeded
()jJinion
teams and plowing their way to unbelievable places in the NCAA Tournament.
GREG
March Madness alludes to the fans
STARK
who burn their brackets and cuss
when Gonzaga (pronounced GonZAY-ga) makes it to the Elite Eight,
when most people did not have them
winning the first round game against
Minnesota.
Cuervo while filling out his bracket.
Come to think of it, the person who
This year, even I have found success
will probably win the big prizes in one in the NCAA Tournament. Let's keep
of the NCAA Tournament pools prob- this on the down low, but certain
ably polished off a bottle of Captain money losses or gains occur in the
Morgan's, then did a couple of shots of NCAA Tournament among fans.

In

So far, I have gained.
I have already won a tournament
pool this year, but this is the worst I
have ever done since I started fiUing
out brackets way back in 1987.
Sure, I picked a couple of upsets,
but one of my Final Four picks, Arizona, lost in the first round. Two of
my picks, Duke and Connecticut,
made it to the Final Four, and St.
John's, my other pick, lost in its
regional fmal to Ohio State.
I think I have done well this year
because I broke both rules every redblooded western Kentucky basketball
fan follows.
Rule No.1: By gawd, the University
of Kentucky will go over hill and dale,

defeat every team in its path and win
the NCAA Tournament.
Sorry, but the Cats came up a couple of games short this year. I didn't
give UK the credit it deserved, as I
bad the team going out of the tournament a round before it actually did (to
Utah, which lost to Miami (Ohio) in
the second round.) Even if UK made it
to the Final Four, the team would lose
to Duke.
Rule No. 2: It doesn't matter if they
are playing Duke, the Racers are
going to win their first-round game.
It may seem like yesterday, but
Murray State has not won an NCAA
Tournament game since 1988.
There were some apparent high

hopes the Racers would challenge
Ohio State, pull the upset and maybe
become this year's Valparaiso. It didn't happen, but take solace in one fact:
Ohio State has not lost yet.
I think by breaking those two rules,
I found profitable success in the tournament this year. Even though the
profitable success was only good
enough to get me through one day on
food (or one meal in New York City,) it
gave me a big ego boost.
Besides, I have not won at anything
in a long, long time.

Greg Stark is a senior staff writer for
"The Murray State News."

Intramural participant
misses fun of sports
For those who read the
March 11 issue of"The Murray
State News," you might have
seen the two pictures and
story about the near fight that
broke out at an intramural
game between Hart College
and White College. What you
may not know is this is more
evidence of a continuing trend
in intramural athletics at
MSU.
The incident listed above
took place when a Hart player
was called for two technical
fouls for physically abusing an
official with less than one
minute left in the game. This
forced Hart to forfeit the game
because of having three technical fouls in one game.
Hart College Coach Terrence
Tillman then became very
upse t, a nd had to be physically
restrained by his players from
arguing with Alison Epperson,
intramural director, and the
official from the game. Racer
Patrol had to be called to control the situation.
What you may not know is
the night before, a player from
the Franklin College team
overturned the scorers table
while arguing with Epperson,
who stood behind the table.
Racer Patrol was called to
break up the situation.
This showcases the growing
trend in intramurals that
"Everybody plays and has a
good time" is being replaced by
"Just win baby, by any means
necessary."

In My

Opinio1z
jASON
BILLINGSLEY

ence, something they did not
do for the Greeks or independents. Could this be another
example of the often rumored
statement that the University
wants to have only one intramural league, the residential
collegeer, and they want to take
away the emphasis on Greek
activities and put more into
residential college activities?
As the Regents B softball
coach this year, everyone on
my team played in every game,
and everyone had a good time,
despite our 1-5 record. But it
didn't matter in the grand
scheme of things, because the
A team won the RC title for
the second consecutive year.
As for the recent outbursts
at the basketball tournament
games, is this just two random
inc;idents or fA !Jii!l ~f residential college teams cracking
under the
pressure of
increased expectations and
scrutiny from the top officials
of Murray State? What if
Epperson, intramural officials
or fans were injured at an
. intramural game? How would
that make MSU look in the
eyes of the public?
Here's to all those University officials putting pressure on
RC intramural players. Shut
up and let us play the game
and have fun.

Very rarely does fun enter
into the equation of intramurals anymore. It has lost its
innocence and become just as
competitive as the NCAA
sports at Murray State. The
win-loss column means more
to the colleges and fraternities
than the happiness of the players.
The biggest decline in fun
has taken place in the residential colleges, the M~rray ~tatft
Collegiate Athletic Conference. The thing that matters
most is the All-Sports champion title, which physically gets
you a flag and a trophy, but
emotionally gives residents
much more.
Usually there would be nothing wrong with some friendly
competition; it makes things
interesting. But that friendly
competition has disappeared
as top University officials
have put an extraordinary
amount of pressure on the residential colleges to become the
top athletic league in intramurals.
Jason Billingsley is the
They made the residential assistant sports editor for "The
colleges into an athletic confer- Murray State News."

Rush banning blemishes
community reputation
If in Kentucky "education pays," why did
the cashier at Wal-mart ask me if Maryland
is a state?
I love living in the Bluegrass State and I
will admit some of my friends from Pennsylvania did not know if the grass was really blue, but they did know Kentucky was a
commonwealth and the general shape of the ·
land.
Over Spring Break I was listening to the
radio while driving my pick-up truck and I
heard a station out of Washington, D.C.,
mention Murray State University. It was
not about our game against Ohio State, it
was concerning the Hot August Blues Festi·
val.
Several weeks ago a blues performer,
Bobby Rush, was found to be too risque by a
few people on campus. He then had his contract to perform at the festival revoked.
Rush is a grandfather and performs to al1
audiences, including third graders at school
functions.
As I listened to the radio, I felt embarrassed to be a part of the community that
banned his performance. Questions of
racism surfaced and, even though I know
that is not the case, I had to wonder what
the rest of the listeners might be thinking
about this backward town that won't let this
man do his show.
Rush admitted some of his acts are risque,
but he quickly added that he knows when to
do what. On the air he sounded genuinely
hurt that a group of people found him unac-

In My
()jJin ion ..
jENNIFER
SACHARNOSKI

ceptable to come into its community.
A spokesperson from the American Civil
Liberties Union said the case was still being
decided upon. If the ACLU takes the case
we could easily become the attention of a
major censorship/obscenity issue.
The biggest problem I have dealing with
the cancellation is the community. obscenity
watch task force felt the residents of western Kentucky would not appreciate or
understand the music of this blues per·
former.
I apologize to those who harmlessly made
the decision. I know they bad no idea this
would snowball, and even noW they may not
know that the D.C. area listeners think we
are a bunch of God fearing pMple who don't
want obscenity too close to home.
I have to be an advocate of free speech. I
don't have to be a supporter of obscenity.
Rush could have controlled his act.

Jennifer Sacharnoski is the editor-in-chiefof
"The Murray State News."
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Religious beliefs raise concern
I heard many interesting
philosophies, yet I was amazed at
their lack of soundness. 1 heard
comments to the effect of "I follow
this religious way of thinking
because I like the way it sounds." I
like the idea of wishing on a star.
It sounds great to me, but I would
be institutionalized if I made that
the guiding principle of my life.
This "name it and claim it," philosophy seems to be a central
theme for religious activity today.
The following is the progressive
process that has led me to what is
worth worshiping.
First, if I am going to worship
someone, I expect that someone to
be sovereign or at least better than
me. The "god is nature" belief really does not appeal to me. Why worship a tree? It certainly cannot
appreciate it, and I am more pow·
erful than the tree is.
Next, the someone has to. be sentient. This is really only a continuance of being better than myself.
After all. how can someone be better than I am if they are not self
aware?
Now if I am to worship someone
sovereign, sentient and better
than myself, then shouldn't I let
this someone decide the terms I
should follow to approach him? It
is important to note he bas no
obligation to allow me to approach
him at nil. For this reason, his

this person truly cares enough
about humanity to set a plan in
place of how he is to be
()jJinion
approached, then he must have
already done so because he has
had ample time. If he has not done
CHRIS
so already in the past, then it
CARVER
would seem that he did not care
enough to bother, and if so, why
should we? Yet written into almost
every person is the idea that this
defining the way I may approach person does indeed care. This ideal
him shows he is not indifferent to is far too strong to be a fluke. He
must care, or else why bother creme or my existence.
If there is an ultimate person ating us? Science tells us the uniand that person does have a vest- verse is billions of years old and
ed interest in humanity, then he has an enormous amount of comwould have already set up a plexity. This is far too much of an
detailed plan of how we are to investment to be done without
approach him. Now we are left having a concern for the resulting
with the choices of one of the inhabitants.
In conclusion, the only way we
world's formed religions. Those
can
approach this person must be
who argue we can choose our own
through
his way; if he cares he
path are neglecting the fact that if
must
have
set a method in
this person has left us with no place that already
was accessible. We are
instructions to find him, then left with one of the world's already
who's to say we can reach him at in-place religions. Why just one?
all? After all. if he cares nothing Why not a mixture of each?
more than to let us stumble Remember most of the world's reliar6und trying to discover him, gions claims to be the only way. If
thrn who's to say he cares at all? that claim is not true, then the
Also. if he does not care and if by entire religion itself is false. Thus
chance we do stumble upon the we have only one question left.
optimum way to approach him . Which one?
Would he even let us?
The reason l say the method has Chris Carver is a senior organizato be one of the world's already tional communication major from
founded religions is simply this: If Paducah.
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Focus group strives .to create better communication
I&T College and Tim Todd,
assistant provost, discussed
several questions dealing with
the department. The responses
were sent to the members of
the I&T College.
In the second meeting,
8Y YENIA ZABA
Alexander
began discussion of
STAFF WRITER
the funding situation of the
Because of what was identi- University compared to those
fied as a communication issue of other institutions.
"The University will be
between the upper administration and the faculty, President grouped with comparable instiKern Alexander, the Faculty tutions, ones that look like
Focus Group and the College of MSU," Alexander said.
He said funding will then be
Industry and Technology had a
determined
in accordance with
series of meetings in February.
other
benchmark
schools.
the
During the first meeting, the

•Focus Groups: The College of Industry and Technology updated President
Alexander of the college's
concerns.

Alexander said the administration is currently comparing
programs and majors of universities in situations similar to
Murray State's.
"It is important that Murray
State finds the best 25 universities for benchmarks, the ones
with the most dol1ars," Alexander said. "Business and Industry and Technology are heavy
at Murray State."
Alexander said 18 percent of
the University's majors are in
engineering and engineering
technology, and compared the
number to the University of
Kentucky's 11 percent.

Then Alexander turned to the
issues raised in the previous
meeting.
The faculty pointed out an
increased need for new faculty
in the agriculture depar tment.
"One of the strengths of the
department was the studentoriented faculty," Tony Brannon, chairman of the agriculture department, said. "The
weakness is, though, there are
not enough of them (faculty)."
· "The governor and the legislature want the University to
be efficient," Alexander said.
"High efficiency translates to
Jots of students and few faculty

members."
Thomas Gray, chairman of
the graphic arts department,
said, "Our college is different
from the others because our
classes are mainly laboratory
classes and the enrollment is
not as high."
Another matter was the
Breathitt Veterinary Center.
which, because of its conditions
and high maintenance costs,
might require the construction
of a new building. The department of agriculture and the
University arc looking for support for this new building.
As a positive point, Alexan-

.

der compared the higher student entrance exam scores and
higher retention rates of the
University to other institutions
in Kentucky.
"The University of Louisville
has only 31 percent graduate in
six years, and Eastern Kentucky University has only 29
percent," Alexander said. "M urray State has 46 to 50 percent."
Brannon was encouraged by
the progress of the meetings.
Said Brannon: "This is a good
effort at communication . a good
opportunity for the faculty to
internet with the president and
vice versa."

Faculty shares methods of utilizing technology at forum
•In s tr uction:
Faculty
demonstrate the latest
technology zn the classroom.
BY REKA A SHLEY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

A technology forum will be
held Wednesday through Friday in the conference rooms

and concourse areas on the
th ird floor of the Currie Center.
Linda Miller, director of academic computing and technology services, is coordinating the
event. She said it is primarily
for faculty, but the community
is invited to attend as well as
representatives from area
scliools.
"There will be 12 different
sessions centering around

r--------------------------,
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instruction using technology,"
she said. "It is a chance for colleagues to discuss what technology is being used in their
classrooms and explain how it
is working for them."
In addition to facu lty sessions, there will also be a little
something for students.
"We are also having student
tr aining sessions during t he
three days," Miller said.

S:ztZel.uan, +lunan & ;l'tan~a~lan Culslnll
~al ln & '[;akll ~ul
jtll f1~u Can ~al "'Bu661ll

11 a.m. - 8:30p.m. Daily Buffet
Food Ba~; Salad Bar & Desert Bar

"15% of/with Coupon"
"10% of/with MSU LD."
600 N. 12th St. (Next to Taco John 's)
753-8916
Monday- Thursday 10:30 a.m. -10 p.m.
Friday- Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 10':30p.m.
Sunday 10:30 a.m.-9:30p.m.
Exp. 4-30-99
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Meet Mary Baker Eddy

through her book,
Science and Health
Written when women had few rights,
this book explains how the author gained control
of her life and triumphed over obstacles
such as divorce. homelessness.
'family rejection. and
chronic poor health.

Read this book
and discover how to
overcome challenges and
gain control of your life.
Exhibits:

•February 1999 The National Press Club in Washington, "Out of a Woman's Life, A
Newspaper''

•1998 The Woman's Rights National Historical Park in Seneca Falls, NY "This is
woman's hour... "

Honors:

•1998 Named as one of the 25 religious figures who have most influenced
Americans during the past century by Religion and Ethics Newsweekly
•1995 Inducted into the National Woman's Hall of Fame
•1992 Named by the National Woman's Book Association as one of 75 women
''whose words have changed the world''

In these sessions students
can receive instruction on
Internet research, PowerPoint
and e-mail. Miller said professors may bring whole classes to
these sessions if t hey wish.
Miller said this is the second
foru m Murray State has held.
There is no cost to nttend.
"We did one last year," she
said. ''When we did an evaluation at the end of it we got a

very positive response."
Miller said this year approximately 20 faculty members will
do presentations.
..1 hope this forum will be a
chance for faculty to see how
possible it is to utilize new
technology in the classroom,"
she said. "It's a good chance for
cro5ls disciplinary sharing. It
shows instructors how they

might incorporate what others
are doing into their own work."
Miller said in order to alert
people of the forum they have
sent out brochures to all facu lty
members. However, if students
or members of the community
are interested in attending, the
dates and times of the sessions
can be found on RacerNet
under "What's new."

1316 APPLt CAff
Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight

Mar. 2&: Monkey Finger

••••••••••••••••••••••••
Apr. 21 Big Nothing
LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
90 1-247-5798
Sor no minors after 9:30 .m.

President - Jenny McKendree
VP Member Development - Emily Heppler
VP Scholarship - Sara Rivers
l!P1ie'Cruitment - Joni Hyde
/VP-Fi~anc~ - Angela Ishmael
VP ampus Relations • helsea Anderson
7
~ew ~emb~r Coordinator - Jill Lowes ·
Persop al ~veldp~ eoor<tinator - Nikki Key
1
Qeeruitm6n~Assis ant t:J<~tin Crew
~ inane Alsistant - amie Russell
At mnae
Liaison
f - Rebekali
Reddle
/.
I
/
itual Coordinator . . Ker· Bazfell
Philanth~6py Coord~ator. - ennifelrF man
Memtiershig Coor instor - J:aura Sykes
/ Sisferhood Coo{dinator - Lori Hayes
Social Coorainator - Elizabeth Blackford
Ri~k Management - Moihc~1Zurliene
Publications - Casey w ; uiams
Public Relations Julie Hallemeier
Purchasin~ Co6rdinator - StepHanie Hamlett
Property Coordinato~ - RacHel Rogers
Activities Coordinator: - Andrea Harvey
Correspon ence Coordinator - Ashley Hailston
Song Coordinator • €hri~sie Shoulders
Special Events Coordinator - KrjSta Doran
lntramurals eoordinator . . Sara Williams
Guards - Holly Hudson, Summer Oliver,
Sherry Patrick~ Rebecca Francis
Panhellenic Representatives- Tera Overby
Natalie Meeks
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Blondie's success continues through two decades
Music l?eviettJ
Kyle Shadoan
Blondie - "No l!xit"
As the new wave/punk era was escalating in
the '70s, a band known as Blondie emerged and
pioneered a brand of music that was on the edge
of several styles, but refused to be classifi ed into
just one. After a 17-year absence, the band still
seems to be evolving outside of every category
with a new album, "No Exit."
In '79 Blondie had its first number one in the
U.S., "Heart of Glass." In September of 19'79,
~londie recorded its fourth album, "Beat to Eat,"
and before the end of the year the song "Dreaming" was number one in the UK.
In February of 1980 the song "Atomic" was at
the top of the charts in the UK. Two months
later "Call Me," from the film "American Gigolo,"
gave the band its second number one in the

BMG Music

Blondie's string of successful release s has
continued through its newest album, " No Exit."

United States. The next album, "Autoamerican,"
was recorded in January of 1981 and "The Tide
is High" hit number one in England and also in
the United States by March. This was the first
reggae-tinged song that was a hit by the band.

By 1982 Blondie had released its last album,
''The Hunter." The single "Islands of Lost Souls"
was its last United States hit. Band member
Chris Stein had a very rare and often fatal
genetic disease, and the band fell apart.
Over the past several years, Debbie has
appeared in numerous films and plays and has
created various music. Recently she has become
the lead vocaHst of the band "Jazz Passengers."
Stein has produced for various bands in New
York. Keyboard player Jimmy Destri has settled
down to become a family man and a contractor.
Drummer Clem Burke continues to tour and
record with top bands.
Now with the band's seventh album released
this year, "No Exit" has already got a number
one hit in UK with the single "Maria." Blondie
has continued to deny fitting completely into one
category. The song "No Exit" features the rapper
Coolio and is probably one of the most interesting songs I have ever heard. The song "Divine"
and "Dig Up the Conjo" leans toward the edge of
reggae/rock, fitting right in with the classic
Blondie style. There is even one song, "The

Dream's Lost On Me," t hat fringes on the edge of
country rock.
.
Overall, "No Exit" has a var.iety of different
songs mixed with the usual pop/rock style the
group has produced from the past. As the cliche
says, like wine, they seem to have gotten better
with time.
11

No Exit"

B-

Top 5 COs of the Week
1. C·Murder - "'Bossaline"
2. Cool Breeze -"East Points Greatest Hit"
Foolish" - Soundtrack
3. W
4. Everiast - "Whitey Ford Sings the Blues"
5. Eminem - "The Slim Shady LP"

Top Country CO
Steve Eai1/Del McCoury - "The Mountain"
Source: Terrapin Station
and Sunset Boulevard Music

__OP.Y.Pius

Meeting at 4:30 p.m.
on Thursday, April 1
3rd floor [orris Center
Tennessee Rm.

M ore Tha n Just A Copy Shop
• High Speed Copies
• Color Copies
• Graphic Design
• Vinyt Lettering

• Signs & Banners
• Transparencies
• Poster Copies
• Laminating

• Binding
• Fax Servjce
• Computer Output
• Presentations

1301 Chestnut Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-7117

Remove Unwanted
Hair Peraaanently
Elim inate tweezing, shaving
o r having to use depilatories.

Monday • Friday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

•Eyebrows •Napeline •Arms
•Facial•Underarms •Legs

Saturday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Electrolysis

17Dl~wy.

121 B~±l,ass
Walk-Ins Welcome!

By Pat Mullins, CE ,
25 years experience • Nationally certified

Call 753-8856

Congratulations
to the 1999
National Student Exchange Participants.
Beth Brockway
Rebecca Brown
Amy Campbell
Lori Campbell
John Daley
Joey Fortman
Heather Gaal
Kristina Klotz
Magaret Krupicka
Jarred Lampe
Jason Morton
Jessica Naas
Peter O'Rourke
Grace Page
Keely Polcynski
Ronald Rinehart
Kimberly Rule
Jocelyn Turner
Danette Woods
Suzanne Spitler
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To learn more about NSE program,
contact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services at 762 - 3375.
J

Come check out our new look at

http://www.thenews.org
Prod uced by 7be Murray State News in
cooperation with LDD, I nc.-Clearly the Best!

•

To subscribe to IDDNet call t -800-455-1608

E LEE CLARK RESIDENTIA L COLLE E
rit ,or lative:
1
e-p rpose of this voluntary survey is to determine if a need exists for Murray State
to rovide child care for its students, faculty and staff. The goal is not to duplicate
child care facilities but rather to identify child care needs not currently being met.
Please help us gather accurate information by answering the questions and returning the
survey immediately, so that it will arrive back as soon as possible. If your child does not need chi ld
care, but you know one who does, please share this information with their parents. Do not fi ll out
more than one survey, but respond by:
A. accessing our Child Development Center home page at Murray State University• {the
preferred method)
B. using the enclosed "Computest" form and returning it by campus mail (if possible)
C. cutting out the survey from the March 26, issue of The Murray State News or the March
24 issue of The Murray Ledger and Times, and mail or fax (762-3515) to the address below, or
D. using "Computes!" form enclosed and returning it in the business reply envelope.
If you are responding to the survey by e-mail, you are eligible to win a $20 gift certificate
from the MSU bookstore. If you respond to this survey by campus mail, (no postage necessary) you
will be eligible to win a $10 gift certificate from the MSU Bookstore. Also include your phone
number if responding by e-mail. All information provided by respondents will be P.rocessed
anonymously.
'
Thank you for your participation
MSU Child Care Committee

Use this form by marking the enclosed 11Computest" Fonn
Murray State University 1Child Development Center' Survey
Current and Potential Students
1. Is your child attending?
Licensed day care center A; private home B; full-time C; part-time D
2. If MSU were to provide additional child care services would you use them?
Yes A; No B
3. What additional chi ld care services wou ld you use?
Evening A; Drop-in B; After School C; Summer Program D; Weekend E
4. Household income per year: $1-10,000 A; $10,000-20,000 B;
$20,001 -30,000 C; Above $30,001 D
5. Do you receive a Pell Grant? yes A; no B
6. Is your current child care paid for w ith state or federal fu nds? yes A; no B
7. How much is currently paid per hour for your chi ld's care? $1 A; $2 B;
$3 C; $4 D; $5 E
8. If your child has special needs would you place him or her in a MSU Center?
yes A; no B
9. How many children would you place in a Murray State Center? {One) A;
(Two) B; (Three) C; (Four) 0; (Five) E
10. What are your children's ages? Under one year old: A; 2-3 B; 4-5 C; 6-8 D;
9-12 E
11. Are you a potential stu'dent A; undergraduate B; graduate C; staff D; faculty
administrator F
12. What is your age? Under 25 A; Over 25 B

RETURN to: Steve Horwood Lee Clark College, Murray State University,
Murray, KY 42071 ; steve.horwood@murraystate.edu or call 762-6876

CollegeL?fe
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Students win award for service
BY TARA SHELBY
A SSISTANT COLLEGl l ifE EDITOR

The American Humanics Student Association is setting standards for other organizations nationwide. For its efforts it was
awar ded $1,000 and a trophy by the
National American H umanics Office.
This is t he first year the award has been
offered. The University's Amer ican
Humanics Student Association won ou t of
54 others in the United States.
American Humanics teaches students to
be youth agency administrators. This
minor has been offered at Murray State for
15 years and nationally for 50 years. Murray's program has 150 participating students.

In the spirit of the organization, it gave
the award money to the Big Brothers/Big
Sisters program, which started three years
ago. The program costs approximately
$30,000 a year and American Humanics
helps with funding th roughout the year.
"The students have done an incredible
amount of work for the community," Roger
Weis, campus director, said. "There was no
question we would win. T am extremely
proud of the students."
Vice Presiden t Elizabeth Stanley, junior
from Frankfort, a ttributes much of the
group's success to Weis' opt imistic attitude.
"1 was s urprised when I found out we
won ," Stanley said. "I knew how ha rd we'd
worked, but there was a lot of competition.

It's his confidence in us that encourages us
to do so well."
Stanley said she decided to join American Humanics because she wanted to use
her public relations major to help people
and do something worthwhile.
The program teaches through hands-on
learning. Programs the organization is
involved in include YMCA, United Way,
The Great American Smokeout, College
Day and Cam pus Connection Volunteer
Cen ter.
Stanley believes it was the cffiJrt of the
whole team that made it possible to win
this award.
'"Every single student involved in American Humanics won this award," Stanley
said. "That's why it's special."
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•Weight ma nagement and
nutrition workshop - Mason
Hall, Room 308 until April 2, 8 to
9 p.m. Phone 762-3029 for more
information.

Tuesday, March 30
Saturday, March 27
•Junior visitation day - Open
house for high school juniors.
12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Phone 762 2896 or 1-800-272-4MSU for
more information.
•MSU Jazz Festival - Doyle
Fine Arts Build ing, 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.

Sunday, March 28
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha,
Hart lobby, 10 a.m.
•Worship - New Life Campus
Connection at the New Ute
Campus Center. 603 N. 16th St.,
6 p.m.

•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart
lobby, 9 p.m.
•College Republicans - Cumberla nd Room, 5 p.m.
•Executives on campus Executive s from various companies present programs to students about the business world
through April 2. Phone 762-4 181
for more information.

5~ l~~B.

POOL & DARTS

Friday, March 26
•Last day to drop any fullsemester course.
•Last day to change any fullsemester course from credit
to audit.

Monday, March 29

XS JuLy

COLD BEER

Weekrthead

• SPECIAL •
Wednesday •• thnltv
All Dty ••• Nlt•t

•Red pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House.
5 p.m.
•Nursing home ministry - Chi
Alpha House, 6:15p.m.

Wednesday, March 31
•Bible study - Chi Alpha. Curris
Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Sixth annual health fa ir - Curris Center, 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Phone 762-3029 for more information.

Thursday, April 1
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha,
Curris Center Sofa Lounge, 7:15
a.m.
•BSU - Campus fellowship with
Voices of Praise Ministries, 7:30
p.m.
•Collegiate FFA meeting ·Applied Science Building, Room
205 South, 9 p.m.
To have items posted. phone

762-4480
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Shrimp, Crab legs,
CRAWFISH
Steaks, Enchiladas,
$6.SO lb.
Caribbean Chicken, PEEL & EAT SHRIMP
Pizza and More •..
.350 each

.--------$-------------~-,

:,

1 3 Miles south of Murray

3 off

:

: any used purchase of $20 or more :

12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline lottery

:

(not valid with any other offer)

:

: Starting as low as $2.99 :
:
Buy, Sell & Traae
' :

~-~01.,

1Jt~11A1.ll1.Hle C~unell

I

Exp. 6-1-99
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Career Services would like to conQratulate
the newest Walt Disney World collede
interns for the upcomind
Summer and Fall semesters

MSU Wellness Center 6th Annual

March }1, 9 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Curris Center 2nd Floor Concourse
• B lood pressure screening
• Cancer prevention tips

• Nutrition information
• Body composition analysis
• Cardioxascular assessment
• Smoking cessation
• Health risk appraisal

A multidimensional, interdisciplinar y effort
American Heart Association, MSU Counseling & Testing, KY Cancer Program, Murray
Woman's Clinic, Purchase Area Health Department, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Health Promotions, American Red Cross, MSU Health Services, KY Organ Donors

Hooray!
I'm on my way to
Disney World!

Scott Cloar
Charity McClure
Nikki Key
Bree W. Gillman
Billy Hansen
Amy Duck
Fltrlna Soesono
Tiffany Leech
Shemika jackson
Lauren Doswell
Scott Durr
Diane Elliot
Michael Moode
Chris McManus
Max johnson
Robyn Hess
Dill Robison
Mikki Taylor
I for

For more lnformallon call

762-)029

e-Won Lee
Marc Baker
Tosha Whitt
Adrienne Farmer
Laura Pal}e
Lea Bayer
Dale Scott
Andrea Harvey
Christopher Fletcher
Peter RodriQuez

on: !nfprmation. conta~ tilm:l ~~:e§ ill I ~~ J I ~ ~ ~I

Fulnlls # 8 on the
Healthy Thorouflhbreds
Wellness Card

Wednesday, March 3I at 7:30 p.111.
In the Curris Center Ballroo111

orts
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Men's tennis comes
up short to Auburn
The Murray State men's
tennis team is returning
home after Wednesday
afternoon's 5-2 loss to the
Auburn Tigers.
Nikola Aracic, freshman
from Ahaus, Germany,
won at No. I singles in
straight sets, 6-4. 6-2.
while Tony Hardman,
junior from Liverpool, England, scored a 7-6, 3-6, 7-6
victory at No. 2 singles.
The Racers lost at No. 3
through 6 singles and was
swept in the doubles competition.
Murray State (2-6) will
open its I 999 Ohio Valley
Conference schedule on
Saturday when the Racers
host Morehead State at 9
a.m. at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts.

Rodeo set t o host
fun~-raising supper
The third annual Cowboys for Cash Auction and
Chili Supper will be held
April I at 7 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Expo Center. The event is sponsored by the Murray State
University Rodeo Club.
All proceeds will assist
the club with expenses
during the spring traveling
rodeo schedule.
Members of the club will
be auctioned off to the top
bidder to perform such
suggested tasks as yard
work, babysitting and
cleaning services.
There is no admission
charge and the supper will
be free. For more information phone Tommy Yeater
at 762-3039 or 767-0598.

Sports briefs ore compiled by
jason Yates, sports ednor.

Sportll~£<hl
Aubrey Reese,
Marra Hastings
Aubrey Reese and Marra
Hastings are in this week's
Racer Sportlight.
Reese. junior guard from
Auburn, Ala., scored 26
points in the Racers 72-58
loss to Ohio State in the
first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
Reese also limited Big
Ten Co-Player of the Year
Scoonie Penn to seven
points.
Hastings, junior from
Kingston, Wash., was
selected first team AllAmerican in both the
smallbore and air rifle divisions following the MSU
rifle team's fourth place
finish· in the NCAA Championships.

Fast r "o ct
Big Te n continues
dominance of MSU
Murray State's men's basketball team has never won
a game against a team from
the Big Ten Conference.
Murray's all-time record Is
0-10.
Source: NCAA

T he Murray Stat e N ew s
March 26, 1999

·Photos by
Barry J ohnson

Wounded Racers
succumb in NCAA
BY JASON YATES
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Racers knew it would be
no easy task upending Big Ten runner-up
Ohio State in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. However, they could never have
imagined how tough the task would become
within the first five minutes of the contest.
Junior Isaac Spencer rose for a jump shot
against an Ohio State double team with 16:11
remaining in the first half. Instead of the
desired two points, Spencer acquired back
spasms after the shot which would limit his
play for the remainder of the 72-58 loss.
Spencer, an All-OVC first team member,
was limited to seven points, three rebounds
and 19 minutes of playing time.
Head Coach Tevester Anderson said as the
game went on, the injury got worse. Instructions from the trainers were if he was going to
play, he would have to get back into the game
quickly or his back would stiffen up on him.
"We tried to play him earlier than we probably should have and it backfired on us,"
Anderson said. "Basketball is a game of emotion, and Isaac Spencer is our emotional
leader. When you lose your emotional leader,
it really hampers you quite a bit in getting
over the hump."
"Everything happens for a reason," a disappointed Spencer said. "I guess it was God's
will, and I will get ready for next year."
Without Spencer in peak condition, the Racers struggled to fmd offense from anyone other
than Aubrey Reese. Reese, junior guard from
Auburn, Ala., scored 26 points, three short of

(Left) Isaac Spen cer, junior
from Mo ntgomery, Ala.,
looks over Ohio State's
Scoo n le Pe nn
In an
att e mpt t o find a teamm ate for a pass. Ba ck
spasm s limited Spence r to
seve n po ints In 19 minutes.
(Be low) Aubrey Reese,
junior from Auburn, Ala.,
att empts t o avoid t h e
harassing defense of Brian
Brown. Reese was the o nly
Racer to attain double figures by scoring 26 points.

his career high. The rest of the Racers scored
32 points on a combined 12-51 shooting from
the floor. The Racers' 27 percent field goal per·
centage was the fourth worst in the history of
the NCAA South Region.
Anderson said he was disappointed no one
on the team stepped up to help Reese in the
absence of Spencer.
"It is tough when some of your best players
are going 0-9 and 2·9 from the field, but shooting poorly is part o( the game," he said.
The Racers held an early 10-7 advantage
before the Buckeyes embarked on a 23-5 run
over the next 11 minutes and 20 seconds to
take a 30-15 lead. MSU cut the margin to 3221 at halftime.
OSU claimed its biggest lead of the game at
50-33, with 11:58 remaining. The Racers
fought back and cut the lead to nine on four
separate occasions, the last coming at 67-58
when Reese made two free throws with 58 seconds remaining in the game.
Reese said he was proud of how hard the
Racers played, despite the adversity they
faced.
"Our guys played hard, but we got down
early and just were not able to come back," he
said.
Anderson said the loss was frustrating
because he thought this year's team had a
good chance at winning some NCAA Tourna·
ment games.
"It's frustrating not to win games in the
NCAA, but one day we will," he said. '"We just
have to keep playing and one of these days the
ball is going to bounce our way and we will
win games ourselves."

Ruling might give· players another year
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A ruling by U.S. District
Judge Ronald L. Buckwalter in
Philadelphia may give the core
of the Murray State Racers one
extra year to play basketball.
On March 8, Buckwalter overturned the NCAA's freshman
eligibility standards, also known
as Proposition 16, saying it "has
an ul'\iustified disparate impact
against Mrican-American stu·
dent athletes," and it violated
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, which prohibits race discrimination by educational institutions that receive federal
funds.
The court said the use of the
SAT and ACT violated the act,

primarily because black students score disproportionately
lower on the tests.
Last Tuesday, Buckwalter
turned down the NCAA's
request for a delay in the proceedings, making Proposition 16
officially overturned.
This gives three Murray State
starters, Aubrey Reese, Isaac
Spencer and Rod Murray, as
well as key reserve Ray Cunningham, a year of eligibility
they lost in 1996 because of Prop
16.
Proposition 16 says incoming
freshmen who want to play
sports at all NCAA colleges must
have a high school diploma, a
minimum test score on either
the SAT or the ACT and a minimum grade-point average in 13

core courses. The minimum
scores for the standardized tests
are 820 out of 1600 on the SAT
or 16 out of 36 on the ACT.
'Pte lawsuit that brought
abOut the current controversy is
from two African-American students at Philadelphia's Simon
Gratz High School, Leatrice
Shaw and Tae Kwan, seniors in
1996. They had GPA's of3.5 and
2.8 respectively and finished in
the top 10 percent of their class,
but each failed to achieve the
minimum SAT standards.
The reaction from the NCAA
and many coUeges is one of
chaos, but MSU Athletic Director E. W. Dennison told "The
Murray Ledger and Times" last
week the ruling would help more
than hurt Murray State.

"We're lucky that this isn't
affecting us as much right now
as it does others; if those basketball players were seniors, we
wouldn't know how to proceed as
far as recruiting goes," Dennison
said. "The NCAA hasn't told us
anything yet and it's impossible
to predict how long their appeals
will last.
"It would be great to have all
of those players for two more
years instead of one because it
creates a little parity across the
country; it gives guys like us an
advantage. It wouldn't affect
recruiting for us as much
because I figure the NCAA
would leave a lot of setting new
standards up to the schools."
Starting point guard Aubrey
Reese said the four Racer play-

ers would like to get their lost
year of eligibility back.
"lf we really do get another
year back, it will be good for us
and the program," Reese yid.
"We felt the NCAA took that
year away from us.
"'t will also help the coaches
out a lot, because they could concentrate this year on getting
some big players instead of worrying about replacing us," he
said.
The court said the NCAA
could still use high school diploma and GPA for its require·
ments, but not the test scores. If
the ruling stays in effect, the
earliest new guidelines could be
established by the NCAA is
October.

Rifle ·completes year with fourth place finish
Bv j ASON

YATES

SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State rifle team placed
fourth overall out of nine teams at the
1999 NCAA Rifle Championships at
Norwich University in Northfield, Vt.,
March 12 to 14.
Alaska-Fairbanks won the champi·
onship with an aggr·~gate (combined air
rifle and smallbore) score of6276, which
was an NCAA record. MSU finished
with an aggregate score of 6154 behind
Alaska-Fairbanks, Navy (6168) and
West Virginia (6156).

Head Coach Elvis Green was hoping rifle score during team competition,
for a second place finish, but he was shooting 395 out of a possible 400. Ken
Hicks, senior from Morrison, Colo., led
pleased with the year his squad had.
"I felt we should have done better," the way in the smallbore competition
Green said. "Fairbanks shot well all with a score of 1172.
year long, so our goal was to finish secSince the NCAA Rifle Championships
ond, but stuff happens. We still had a began in 1979, Murray State and West
good year."
Virginia have been the only teams to
MSU's score of 1543 was good for sec- qualify for the championships every
ond jn the air rifle competition, 20 year.
points behind Alaska-Fairbanks. In the
Several members of the rifle team
smallbore division, MSU finished fourth garnered individual awards following
the competition.
with a score of 4620.
Martin Wheeldon, junior from
Marra
Hastings, junior from
Eubank, had the highest individual air Kingston, Wash., was named first team

All-American in both air rifle and small·'
bore. Hastings said the accomplishment
was a personal goal of hers.
''Becoming first team All-American
has been a goal of mine since my freshman year," Hastings said. "I worked a
lot harder to make it this year."
Hastings believe:; the honor will help
motivate her to have a better shooting
average during her senior year.
Racers joining Hastings on the AllAmerican team were second-team selections Hicks and Crystal Kern in smallbore and Kern and Wheeldon as honorable mentions in air rifle.

Poll unjustly declares Jordan greatest college player ever
CNNSI recently held an
• online poll asking viewers to
vote for the greatest college
basketball player of all-time
from a list of eight players. The
eight players were placed into a
tournament bracket, and viewers voted for one game at a
time until a winner was
declared. That winner looks to
be Michael .Jordan.
Jordan
defeated
Oscar
Robertson and Lew Alcindor
(Kareem Abdul-Jabbar) to
reach the final against Bill
Russell. The other four players
in the tournament were Wilt
Chamberlain, Bill Walton ,
Hank Luisetti and David
Thompson.
Granted, Jordan is the best
professional basketball player
ever. bar none. But he is not
the greatest college basketball

Sports
Ta l/..~
j ASON

BILLINGSLEY

player. When he was a fresh·
man, he did hit the last shot to
get North Carolina a national
title and coach Dean Smith his
first of two national championships. Jordan also had older
quality players to help him,
including James Worthy and
Sam Perkins. When Jordan
was left by himself, he won
individual awards, but UNC
never got back to the tipe
game.

The fact Jordan got past
Robertson, Alcindor and Russell is preposterous. Any one of
these players had better college
careers than Jordan, but Alcindor clearly outdistances the
whole group and in my opinion
is the greatest college player of
all time. He started a legacy at
UCLA that lasted through the
late '60s and continued with
Bill Walton in the early '70s.
The other problem is the
players who were not included
in the poll. First is "Pistol"
Pete Maravich. Maravich introduced several new moves into
college basketball, such as the
no-look pass. He averaged close
to 44 points a game in his college career.
Another player not on the list
is Larry Bird. Who would have
thought a kid from French

Lick, Ind., would lead his previ- players from Duke. Christian
ously unheard of Indiana State Laettner, Bobby Hurley and
squad to the national champi· Grant Hill all have good cases
onship game. He had one of the to be considered among college
best jump shots in the history basketball's elite players. Laetof the game. Just ask MSU tncr hit two of the most famous
assistant coach Bill Hodges, college basketball tournament
Bird's college basketball coach. shots in history, and won two
How about Magic Johnson? national titles. Hurley is the
He may have only been around all-time NCAA assist leader,
for a limited time, but he disand led Duke to four Final
proved the theory you could
Fours and two national titles.
not be 6'9" and be a point
Grant
Hill also has two nationguard.
al
titles.
Elvin Hayes and the UniverSo remember, before you put
sity of Houston defeated the
Jordan
on a pedestal he can
UCLA Bruins, led by Alcindor,
never
come
down from , try to
in 1968 in one of the most
famous college basketball separate the NCAA career of
games of all time. Patrick Jordan from his NBA career.
Ewing led Georgetown to a title
during the "Jordan" years of Jason Billingsley is the assis·
the early '80s.
tant sports editor for 'The MurLast but not least come three ray State News."
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Berryman assumes leadership Women'S golf places
BY MORGAN H ARDY
STAFf WRITER

One of the constants of the
women's tennis team through
good times and bad has been
Brooke Berryman, senior
from Westerville, Ohio. In
this, her fourth year on the
Murray Stale team, she has
compiled a 27-3 OVC match
record. But, astounding as
this is, Berryman is even
more exceptional in another
area: academics.
Berryman currently holds
six consecutive semesters on
the dean's Jist. She has been
honored on the OVC All-Academic team in addition to
having the highest gradepoint average on the tennis
team. Being a student athlete
in the truest sense of the term
has not been easy for Berryman.
"It's basically just organization," Berryman said. "I have
to stick to an exact schedule
in order to balance my time.
Tennis helps me in that
aspect because it keeps me
active, and I don't just sit

way has helped me out.
Everyone goes through their
losing times, but my friends,
including Coach. will come
over and really support me."
Berryman was not always
certain about her place on the
tennis team. As a freshman,
she was not certain about her
future until she received the
first of her three All-OVC ath·
letic honors. Since then,
Berryman has compiled
record upon record, leading
the team ever closer to an elusive OVC conference title.
"The best moment for the
team overall was the win over
Tennessee Tech in the OVC
tournament semifinal game
Danny Voweii/The News last year," Berryman said.
However, awards and acco·
Senior Brooke Be rryman hits
lades
are temporary things.
a foreha nd re turn during
Many
would say the greatest
W ednesday's practice.
benefit of being a member of
around' wasting time."
any athletic team is simple:
Berryman was quick to learning to work as a team.
respond when asked about Those lessons have not lost
her greatest inspiration for themselves on Berryman, and
tennis.
she has become not only a
"Defmi tely
Coach leader on the team, but an
Keasling," she said. "Each active force for teamwork.
"I've tried to help keep
team member in their own

everyone positive, even when
I was getting down on
myself," Berryman said. "fve
always been more of a quiet
leader. I lead just by doing it,
instead of saying it."
Women's Tennis Coach
Connie Keasling had high
praise for Berryman's leadership.
"I don't know if Brooke sees
herself this year as a leader
on our team, but one day I
talked to her because I felt
our team was going in two different areas and I needed
someone to step forward,"
Keasling said. "It was beyond
my expectations of what
being a leader is all about. We
needed someone to bring the
team back together, for team
unity. I never thought anyone
could do those things, but
what she did for the team and
the way she did it. was amaz·
ing.
"She's doing more than
being in the No. 1 spot on the
team and having the highest
GPA," Keasling said. "She's
being a true leader for the
t~am."
·

second in Florida
behind winner Susan Seabrook
of Alabama-Birmingham.
Other strong showings for
After starting the final round MSU included Megan Rees,
of the Jacksonville State Invita· freshman from Hertfordshire,
tional in third place Tuesday England, who tied for fifth, and
morning, the MSU women's golf freshman Kristen Margherio,
team managed to climb into 8 from Glen Carbon. TIL, who came
second place tie for the to~a· in eighth in the 73-golfer field.
ment.
"It wasn't just Jenny and
"' am pleased with their ~rMegan,"'
Milkman said. "The
. formance in the tournament,"
team
stepped up in this
whole
Head Coach Velvet Milkman
tournament.
We are a young
said. "We moved up in the standteam
without
a single, senior on
ings the last day. which is good.
our
roster,
so
a
performance like
We played good against some
this is definitely a confidence
good competition.•
The Lady Racers' total score builder."
Murray State will next take
for the t.ournament was 642, just
two strokes behind tournament part in the SIU Saluki Invitawinner Georgia State, which tional, held in Carbondale, Ill.,
posted a total score of 640 for its on March 28 and 29. Milkman
third win ofthe year.
ieels the team is ready for this
Lea<ling the way for Murray tournament.
"What we hope to do is go out
was 1998 OVC Golfer of the Year
Jenny Daag, junior from Linkop· the first day and get ourselves in
ing, Sweden. Daag placed third a position where we can win the
in the individual standing with 8 tournament," Milkman sa1d.
two-round combined total of 157. "Then in the fmal round, do just
This total was just four strokes that, win the tournament."'
BY EDDIE G RANT
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Are you tired of waxing, shaving or tweezing?
Remove unwanted hair pennanently.
Now is the time to get ready for SUMMER!
Call Sldnsatlons Electrolysis and Sldncare
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Coupon
for 3 free sticks
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502-753·5900
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HAND-DiPPED INCENSE

117 S. 4th St.

Let us introduce you
to this superior
quality Incense.

753-4087

East Main
Cadiz, Ky 42211

522-7875

China ffo use

5t's i ove t1t 3irst .Bite•
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507 s. 12th

"" WiU Reap~

(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

Downtown Murray
753-Q859
Limit one per customer

Aveda pure plant products and services
for hair, skin, body and lifestyle. A
complete collection of personal care products
with the benefits of pure f lower and plant
essences. A unique approach to personal
style that celebrates the individual. An
Innovative way of looking at beauty.
Aveda, pure and simple.
·

Dazed and ConfuSed
Jim Dandy to the Rescue!

AVEDA.
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Hair Care/Skin Care/Makeup/Plant Pure-Fumea./Body Care
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1406A N. 12th St.
767-0760

( The Wild B u nch )

Available Tuesday, March 30
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"
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assistance.
"The people in Bourbonnais were
on the spot right away," he said.
"They were a crucial part of this crisis in helping us.n
But the accident is not yet over for
Amtrak.
"Amtrak is still working through
the process of searching," Kemp
said. "They were able to locate my
carry-on and my luggage. This is
probably a b lessing in disguise. I
was on my way down here to inter·
view at the Lexington HeraldLeader. When I go in to interview, I
will be one of the most well-known
(because of the accident)."
Kemp's mother met him in Carbnndale after he and other passengers rode a shuttle pus to Carbondale. Kemp said his mother has
helped him cope with the emotional
implications of the accident.
"My mother has been wonderful,"
he said. "There's a real understanding. I love my mother."
Kemp, who has made the train
trip- to Milwaukee periodically over
the last two years, has never had
problems with the train service.

Continued from Page J
dent happened, I wasn't very coherent. She stayed with me on the
phone; she tried to calm me down."
Max Russell, Kemp's stepfather,
said he and his wife were also
shocked by the accident.
"He had called that night, he
called his mother, told her be was in
an accident," he said. "We were
shocked, we didn't know how bad it
was. He told us that he was injured,
but not seriously. He said the train
was on fire, and people were
screaming and he was torn up about
it."
After being taken to the steel
plant, Kemp and other passengers
were taken to a fleet farm for food
and shelter, then to a middle school
in Kankakee, Ill., which had cots set
up by the American Red Cross. Then
some of the passengers used the
option of obtaining lodging at a
Hampton Inn in Bourbonnais.
Kemp commended Bourbonnais
for providing the passengers with

13

"I've ridden this train for two
years," he said. "Amtrak is the most
beautiful service to use. They have
lounge cars and it is very comfortable."
Right now, Kemp a:,cs not have a
very high opinion of the truck driver.
"For something like this, y m'd
think that he would take life more
seriously," he said. "I don't think
very highly of him right now. I don't
think many of the passengers do
either. He was trying to get off to
the side. He should have been think·
ing of the consequences."
Kemp said he ha~ thought about
his life since the accident.
"It restores your faith in humanity," he said. "When something like
this happens, you have to stick
together and help each other. You
can't take life for granted. You have
to live life to the fullest."
Eventually, Kemp said, things
will be back to normal.
"Things will work out, you have to
keep the faith," he said. "This is the
most traumatic thing I've gone
through in my life."

University aims to revamp
scholarship distribution
mented by the CPE.
"lfimplemeqted as discussed, this plan
could possibly reduce MSU's state appropriations relative to other state institutions and, thereby, significantly affect
our ability to attract students," he said.
Alexander said the responsibility of
Murray State is to be efficient in awarding scholarships.
He said the unnecessary spending of
dollars for scholarships draws down the
revenue resources of the University and
reduces the capacity of the University to
offer quality educational programs.
Of the two kinds of scholarships offered
by the University, tuition and housing,
Alexander said those from closer counties
like Calloway, Graves and Marshall are
not as needy for housing scholarships as
they would be for tuition.
Said Alexander: "Those students residing nearby many times prefer to live at
home and, therefore, housing scholarships are of less value, while tuition
scholarships are more meaningful."

STAFF REPORT

By effectively using the scholarship
dollars, Kern Alexander, president of the
University, said there could be an
increase in tuition scholarshfps for local
students and more housing scholarships
to students in more distant counties. .
According to the latest comparative
data from 1996-97, provided by the Council on Postsecondary Education, Murray
State gives $851 per student in scholarships.
Alexander said though it provides the
most student aid in the state, enrollment
has not increased at a high level.
"The enrollment at MSU has only
increased modestly .i n the last 25 years,"
he said. "It is therefore vital to our institution and the students of west Kentucky
to design the most effective scholarship
packages possible."
Alexander wants to take a different
approach with the proposed new state
funding methods that may be imple-
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soumoNS
ACROSS
l.Journal
... Dogma

7. Signal Sue·
CCIS

9. Idol
.1 0. Courtesy
ll. E.xpcn
Wllness
15. Capacity
18. Ogre
20.. Credit
Balancoe

21 .. F.att'n
ll. Od)'liSey

~
DOWN
l.jasmlne
2. Ncac

3. l.2sto
4. Decorate
5. Geae
6.. Assay
8. Group
11. Friction
13. EJain
1~. Sc~ery

15. Cachoe
16.. Pleat
17. Taboo

19 .. Clay

Clues ACROSS

I!l'c>rd1 perches
8. Performing anists

9. Voyages hy sea

S. Prisoners
6. Chinese river

10. A rev.-ard (archaic)
11. Augmem
1'5. Classifit:.'<.l, e.g.
16. Took a hreath

7. Inter
12. Shudders
13. Com:l1ion

17. Totals

I'5. Dirigihle
Hi. Clip

20. journeys to Mecca
22. Wilh three uneven sides
23. Major. e.g.

14. Ruse

19. Wizards
21. 50.2, Ruman num.

Clues DOWN
1. Polish city

2. Conceptualizes

Pirouette Fashions
Alterations and Custom.Sewing

Located on the Courtsqu.,a
114 S. 5th St.
767-Q579

Monday- Friday 11 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sheila Bourland, owner

He's Bald
He's Back
•

An evening with the

~~~~-bLlt~

Dean Hall
Paul Bunyan Day
More Choices in
Extra Value Meai(!D Sizes!
New Bigger Super Size®!

4 - 8 - 99

107 N. 12th St.
ctm !'AcDonilld't Corporitlon. "Coca-Cola" and the Contour Boltle De•lgn are regiflered

AfP

Saturday, April 24 • 8PM

trademark• 11 The Coca..Cola Comp•ny.

The Wristband System Will Be Utiliz ed

Attention to all candidates: The Deadline for all
ads is Monday, April 5
l

Wrlltband Distribution: SIU Arena South Lobby Box Office
Today: 7am-8pm

Tickets available at:
Disc Jockey Music Store-Kentucky Oaks Mall

